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Proposition 186 gets mixed reviews
By A.J. Nomai
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Proposition 186, the Single
Payer Health Security Act, sets
up a government agency that
pays for every legal California
resident’s health care costs
by levying $47 million in new
taxes.
The proposition, modeled
after the Canadian health care
system, would eliminate a multi-

billion-dollar insurance industry, replacing it with a state
health commissioner, according
to Dr. Robert J. Latta, director of
Student Health Services at SJSU.
While both sides of the singlepayer debate agree health care
reform is needed, they disagree
on how it should be reformed.
According to information provided by the Consumers Union
of U.S., Inc., the health commis-

sioner would establish eligibility
standards, adopt a benefits
package, set rates, contract
with providers, pay providers
and acquire funds.
Media spokeswomen for
Californians for Health Security,
Catherine Dodd and Judith
Hedgpeth, said Proposition 186
calls for a dollar per pack "sin
tax" on cigarettes, a 4.4 percent
increase in payroll taxes and a

2.5 percent increase in personal
taxable income.
"If you make $10,000 a year,
you would pay a maximum of
$250 a year for health care. If
you make $50,000 a year, you
would pay $750," Dodd said.
According to Hedgpeth, the
cigarette, payroll and taxable
income tax should bring in $47
million. Additional revenue
would come from funds allocat-

ed for medical coverage from
the federal government.
"Funds
currently
going
through
the
system
for
Medicare and Medical would
fold into (the single payer system)," Hedgpeth said.
Opponents
like
Richard
Wiebe, communications director for Taxpayers Against
Government Tal:eover, disagree
with the new bureaucracy and

taxes needed to run the singlepayer health care proposal.
Proponents said the disproportionate amount of health
care dollars currently spent
could go toward other programs
like education, crime or social
services.
According
to
Wiebe,
"Taxpayers Against Government
Takeover is a broad-based coaliSee Health care, page 8

S.J. Giants still playing ball Policy change

affects grades

Minor leagues thrive
By Chris McCrellis-Mitchell
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Academic renewal open to all

The major league baseball strike is
one day away from eliminating the 1994
season. If the owners and players don’t
resolve their differences by Friday, there
will be no more baseball this year.
But if you take a trip to San Jose’s
Municipal Stadium, you’ll find people
who will tell you otherwise.
After finding a $2 parking spot, you
can stroll to the ticket window and purchase a $7 box seat from an amicable
guy In the booth and claim a seat.
After passing through the underbelly
of the stadium, your senses are flooded
by the aroma of fresh popcorn, nachos
and hot dogs. Continuing along the corridor, amid the laughter of running children, are walls adorned with hand-painted pennants of unfamiliar minor league
teams. They have names like the
Memphis Chicks and the Richmond
Braves.
After a short walk up the sloping tunnel, there’s a neatly-trimmed, dark green
field. Men from both teams warm up
down the baselines, while the visiting
team, in their grays, take infield practice.
Autograph hounds of all ages dangle
over the top of the dugout, their hands
filled with baseballs, programs, and
cards they wish to have signed. The
smiling players oblige.
The outfield fence, a hodgepodge of
colorful advertising billboards, seems
like a Little League park, despite being
340 feet down the line and 394 feet in the
alleys. Everything feels close and personal.
Tonight, although the sun has yet to
set behind the right field fence, there will
be a capacity crowd. The electricity
See Giants, page 4

By Michelle Maitre
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

MARCIO JOSZ SANCHEZSPARTAN DAILY

San Jose Giants players Jacob Cruz, left, and Chris Gambs sign autographs for fans
before Friday’s series opener against the San Bernardino Spirit.

Starting this semester, academic renewal, which used to be
available only to students with a
GPA below 2.0, is available to all
undergraduates.
Academic
renewal
allows
undergraduates to retake any
class if they received a grade
below C-, including a U. The second grade is then averaged into
the student’s CPA, and the original grade, although it remains on
the transcript, is disregarded for
CPA purposes.
Under the old policy, which
had been in effect at SJSU since
1985, only undergraduates on
academic probation were eligible
for academic renewal.
The new policy, approved by
the Academic Senate last May,
allows all students, regardless of
academic standing, to avail themselves of academic renewal.
"The concept remains the
same," Academic Senate Chair
Kay Schwartz said. "It gives students the opportunity to retake a
course and have a higher grade
recorded. The difference is that
before, the only people who
could take part were students
who had a 2.0 or less."
The new policy is also subject
to new rules. Starting this semester, the total number of units that
can be repeated for academic
renewal is limited to 18 units for
students who are admitted to
SJSU with 55 or less units, and

’Dream’ lives on in King photo exhibit

nine units for students who are
admitted with 56 or more units of
transfer credit.
Dr. Cynthia Margolin, associate
dean of undergraduate students,
said the changes make the policy
more equitable.
"We felt that it was unfair for
good students who were not able
to raise their grade point average." she slig. "Why was it only
for students who were in trouble?"
Not only does the new policy
make academic renewal more
accessible, it also makes it easier.
The old policy was complicated
and required extensive paperwork.
Now, Margolin said, only
instructor approval is necessary.
To take a class through academic
renewal, a student on academic
probation or in good standing
must add the class within the
two-week add/drop period not
through Touch-SJSU.
The student needs to check the
"Academic Renewal" box on the
add form before submitting the
form for instructor approval.
Admissions and Records enters
the academic renewal status into
the computer.
Disqualified students need to
apply for academic renewal
through Open University. ()pen
University is available to students not formally enrolled at
SJSU. Registration for the proSee Renewal. page 8

Lunchtime lyric

BSU, United Technologies sponsor five-panel display celebrating African-American culture
By Nancie Gruber
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

As part of a local effort to promote African-American awareness
throughout the year, the Black
Student Union (BSU) Is co-sponsoring the Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. pictorial exhibit at San Jose
State University.
"The Black Student Union takes

the stance that we should recognize our culture every month of
the year," said Jerome Martin, BSU
president.
The exhibit’s other co-sponsor
is United Technologies Chemical
Systems Division, which created
the exhibit to celebrate cultural
diversity.
The exhibit is comp:ised of five

panels combining pictures, captions and text portraying King’s
life, his achievements and his
assassination. In addition, a television monitor mounted in a sixth
panel broadcasts some of his
speeches.
The driving force behind the
exhibition is I. Charles Mathews,
director of work force diversity

and equal employment opportunity at United Technologies.
"People sometimes forget how
his struggle for civil rights had
great impact for all Americans,"
Mathews said.
Mathews knew King and years
after the assassination, he had the
opportunity to investigate it. He
See Exhibit, page 8

Biofeedback device available to relieve stress
By Cindy Trotter
Spartan Daily staff Writer
Students feeling stressed out by
the day-to-day pressures of work
and school will soon be able to
seek relief from the student health
services department.
Biofeedback, which helps students cope with everyday tensions, Is an Innovative blend of sci-

ence and psychology that can be
used to treat stress, low-level
anxiety,
tension,
overall
headaches and muscle tension.
stress-relieving
new
This
machine will be available to students on Monday at the Health
building. To participate, students
must make an appointment with a
doctor and ask to be referred to
biofeedback services. Each ses-

sion lasts approximately 45 minutes and participants are limited
to six sessions.
Reducing tension sounds great,
but what exactly is biofeedback?
"Biofeedback is exactly what
It sounds like," said Susan Kent,
a graduate student in health
science and a biofeedback
consultant. "It’s measuring internal psychological responses and

feeding them back to the person."
The instrument measures a specific physiological process by connecting sensors to a patient’s muscles. This physiological response
is then converted into meaningful
information for the patient’s use.
The equipment computerizes
electrical signals into graphs,
audio, and visual signals for peoSee Stress, page 8
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The Brownies’ Tim Kahihikolo sings during the
band’s noontime concert at the SU Amphitheater.
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Editorial

Uniforms violate constitution
Freedom of expression is a
constitutionally -guaranteed
right in the United States. There
is no hidden clause saying "children excepted."
On Aug. 23, Gov. Pete Wilson
signed legislation that gives
California public school districts the discretion to establish
school uniforms for kindergarten through 12th-grade students.
By not allowing students the
freedom to express themselves
through their mode of dress,
lawmakers are helping to
destroy individualism, one of
the principles upon which this
country was founded and still
thrives.
Lawmakers passed the bill in
the hope of deterring gang violence through dress requirements. This is like trying to stop

a flood with a few sandbags
the intention is good, but it has
little or no effect.
The underlying reasons for
gang violence are not going to
disappear just because school
children are made to wear similar clothing. Gangs will find a
reason to justify their violent
behavior until its root causes
are cured.
Legislators and parents say
uniforms are an equalizer. This
is true to some extent, but there
are too many other variables in
the equation for uniforms to be
the only balancing factor needed.
School uniforms are just the
latest addition to what seems to
be a growing trend of limiting
our personal freedoms "for our
own good."
Other examples include mak-
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ing drivers wear seat belts and
forcing motorcyclists and bicyclists to wear helmets.
School uniforms are also part
of another disturbing trend in
America today: a lack of
parental responsibility.
Too many parents blame the
problems of raising children on
government, society, the education system, television and rock
lyrics, among other things.
ultimately
Parents
are
responsible for the moral character of their children. Forcing
their sons and daughters to
wear uniforms to school will not
instill moral values in them.
Children deserve to have
their right of freedom of expression protected just as much as
adults. More parental responsibility is needed, not more government paternalism.
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Writer’s Forum

Adopteefs search
redefines "family’

Meandering Missive

Acquired instincts
are hard to lose
Last week, in the throes of a school’s-just-started stupor, I forgot what I was doing and crossed
the street at a crosswalk. If only I had walked in
the street and crossed where I pleased, I could
have saved numerous steps with my heavy backpack.
advoPlease don’t try this at home I do not
cate jaywalking, nor do I wish to see people
become inadvertent road kill.
The route I’m referring to is the section of San
Carlos Street that runs through campus, a multi block stretch now closed to downtown traffic. It
made me realize that old habits really do die
hard, as the saying goes.
After the first day of class, I made a point of not
limiting myself in where I walk. They closed the
street for us. why not use it? There’s a lot more
room there than on the narrow sidewalk, yet I still
see most people filing along the familiar strips of
pavement and marching between the familiar yellow lines to cross the street.
Pedestrian walking habits are not the only ones
that are amusingly hard to break. After spending
12 weeks of my summer doing an internship, I
experienced a brief spell of difficulty last week
answering the Spartan Daily telephones.
Upon picking one up last week, my mind immediately prepared a cheerful greeting of, "Good
morning, Saratoga News!" Luckily my mouth converted the message to its proper form just in
time. And to think it used to be I would answer my
home telephone with "Hello, Spartan Daily"
My responses to the behavior of others also
became somewhat habitual this summer,
because of my membership in a Renaissance performers’ guild. We dress to the hilt (literally
some of the men wear broadswords), travel all
to
drama
and
color
and
add
over
Renaissance Faires and other cultural events.

Rita King had been searching for her real mother ever since she was a young adult. Keeping the
search a secret from her adoptive parents, Rita
would write letters in hopes that one day they
would be read by her natural mother.
Today, Rita lives in Illinois with her husband
and two children. Two years ago, all her searching was rewarded in dividends: Rita found her
natural mother.
Like Rita, thousands of adoptees are in search
of their real parents. This is because of the openness of the issue and the overwhelming requests
for reunions, creating an avenue of hope for
adoptees.
Information acts and laws have been at the
forefront of much legislation. Even television talk
shows, such as Geraldo, Oprah Winfrey and Sally
Jesse Raphael, have made dreams become reality
for adoptees.
Magazines and newspapers have also brought
to light adoption search methods and information.
Adoption is much more open and talked about
in the last 30 years. But, I am not one who is
searching. Two years ago, I received the surprise
of my life.

Shari Kaplan
columnist

Last month we roomed in a hotel for a weekend
faire in downtown Reno, where we got many
strange looks and comments as we made our way
in and out of casinos.
Once, when I stepped into a crowded elevator
on my way to the room, I smiled magnanimously
and decided to respond to the oncoming queries
"in character," using my best BFA (basic faire
accent).
But strangely enough, no one was paying any
attention to me! My peasant/wench get-up always
draws at least a few comments from the "mundanes" our term for regular people or tourists.
Perhaps they’re just preoccupied with their gambling money, I thought.
It wasn’t until after I left the elevator that I realized I had already changed to mundane clothes
myself!
Thinking about the long drive home from this
same trip reminds me of another funny habit, one
I acquired over the past six years of driving a car.
When I’m a passenger in someone else’s car, at
least once during the drive (or more frequently if
they’re prone to "whiplash stops") my right foot
instinctively tenses up as I try to step on a brake
pedal that isn’t there.
Fortunately the drivers are usually too busy to
notice my spastic movements, or I’m sure they
would think I have little faith in their driving abilities. I guess it’s just one of those "acquired
instincts."
I had planned on sharing a few more anecdotes,
but I must leave them off lest I fall victim to one of
my most infamous habits writing too much!

New, Ft

Since I first started attending San Jose State
University two years ago, tuition has more than
doubled. Fees rose from $468 a semester in 1992
to $985 in 1994. And they’re still rising,
Although the increasing cost of education may
make a student’s academic future look bleak,
there is help out there for those who need it
you just need to know where to find it.
And believe me, there’s something out there
for everyone,
The Pro-Bowlers Association gives a $500
award to those students who combine outstanding bowling ability with demonstrated academic
excellence. (Maybe I should start working on my
game.)
The Descendants of the Signers of the
Declaration of Independence awards six to eight
$1,500-$2,000 scholarships to those direct
descendants of our founding-forefathers who
signed the declaration.
The only glitch is you must be of direct lineal
descendent of a signer and be able to prove It.
(There goes my "great-great-great-granddaughter" of John Hancock bit.)
For those dog lovers out there, the Dog
Writer’s Education Trust offers several awards of

Shari Kaplan is a
Daily columnist. Her column
appears every other Thursday.

other reasons. For example, she objects to the
fact that swamps are now called "wetlands,"
Swamps have never been oppressed, and their
re-designation as wetlands is the result of
increased scientific sophistication and NOT a
result of the PC movement.
Similarly, her example of the genocide in
Bosnia being termed "ethnic cleansing" by the
perpetrators of these crimes is simply an example
the same thing long
of propaganda Hitler did
before "political correctness" was ever conceived
of. Gruber has simply set up a straw man, which
are notoriously easy to strike down.

Faculty Advisers
Mack Lundstrom
Jim McNay

Forum Editor
Sports Editor
Features Editor

$50041,000 annually to veterinary medicine and
journalism students who can demonstrate a contribution to dog-sport -related activities. (Hey, I
might actually qualify. Although I’m not quite
sure what constitutes a "dog-sport related" activity.)
these awards might seem too offbeat
Although
for most students, keep in mind there are hundreds more state, federal and private grants,
loans and scholarships available, targeting the
general student body.
A stroll through Clark library’s reference desk
could result in a windfall of hundreds of dollars
for those bowlers and dog-sport lovers out there.
A jaunt down to your local bookstore could be
like winning a financial aid lottery. All it takes is a
little research.
If financial aid is a necessity for you, or even if
you want to get some extra money to help subsidize your education, I urge you to take advantage
of what’s out there.
After all, you may be that one professional
bowler, dog-sport enthusiast who’s a direct
descendent of a signer of the Declaration of
Independence who could earn enough financial
aid for the rest of us.

Please submit five political cartoons with your
name and phone number to Dwight Bente! Hall,
room 209. Artists must have good drawing skills,
keep up with current events and have strong

positions on issues.
The deadline is Friday, September 9. Drawings
will be reviewed by the editors and current
artists. Artists will be notified by phone.
Advertising 92.1-3270
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As my mom sat down at the dinner table, she
told my two older brothers, my dad and I the
news that we would never soon forget.
Rita is my half-sister. Immediately, shock ran
rampant through my numbed body.
As I tried to grasp the news, I put my future life
into perspective, and imagined what it would be
like to have a new member in my immediate family.
Later that year, Rita and her family came to
California for the first time. And for the first time,
I came face to face with the sister I never knew.
At San Francisco Airport, Rita arrived and I
embraced her for what seemed a lifetime. She
had exceeded all my expectations. I’ll never forget that day.
Since then, my life has had new meaning. I
accepted Rita wholeheartedly into my life
she’s part of my family. I’ve never been happier.
I realize my mom made the ultimate sacrifice
29 years ago. To keep that secret must have
required the strength given only from God.
know Rita never let a day go by without wondering who her real mother was. Those questions
were answered. Rita now feels complete and
whole and I feel the same.

Offbeat grants fund
industrious students

Columnist confused about ’correct’ speech
I am writing in response to Nancie Gruber’s column denouncing political correctness (Spartan
Daily, Sept. 2). While she is certainly correct in
her assertion that PC has been taken to ludicrous
extremes in some instances, her essay reveals a
fundamental confusion of what constitutes "political correctness" and what does not.
In the past, certain groups in our society have
been oppressed or discriminated against unjustly. PC attempts to alleviate continued oppression
by substituting neutral language for words and
phrases that have become clearly associated with
African -American
no
such discrimination
wants to be called "nigger".
However, in her column, Gruber cites many
examples of language which is manipulated for

Tim Schwalbach
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Sparta Guide Married priest counsels couples
,SJSUS WEEKLY CALENDAR
Imlay

SJSU Ski & Snowboard
Club

Panhellenic Council

Meeting, 7pm, SU Council
Chambers. Call 924-8725,

Rush Orientation, 4:30pm,
WSQ 109. Call 924-5950.

Delta Lambda Phi

Video Night: "Boys in the
Band",
7-10pm,
SU
Guadalupe Room. Call
Andrew, 446-5203.

Department of Political
Science
Welcome Back Barbecue, 46pm, Campus BBQ Pit.

TV Education Network
Brown Bag Wellness Series,
Topic: Prostate Cancer,
12:15-1pm, !RC 302. Call
Linda, 924-2636.

SJSU Theatre Arts Dept.

Acting
auditions
for
"Working", the musical,
5:30-9pm, HGH 226. Call
Bridget, 924-2765.

Chicanos/Latinos in
Health Education
Meeting, 5pm, DH 505. Call
Vincent, 226-2219.

PreMed Club
Meeting, 1:30pm, DH 345.

Campus Crusade for
Christ
Meeting, 8pm, SU Almaden
Room. Call Al, 275-6518.

Alpha Phi Omega
Meeting, 7pm, ENG 189.
Call 924-5866.

Sigma CM Fraternity
Dinner & Go-Carts w/Alpha
Phi, 8pm,284 S. 10th St.
Call Chad, 292-8192 or
279-9601.

Black Student Union
Martin Luther King Exhibit,
SU Umunhum Room. Call
924-6229.

The Listening Hour
Live Music, 12:30-1:15pm,
MB Concert Hall. Call Joan,
924-4631.

friday
SJSU Theatre Arts Dept
Singing
Auditions
for
"Working", the musical,
5:30-9pm, HGH 103 (Hal
Todd Studio Theatre). Call
Bridget, 924-2765.

Model United Nations
Meeting, 11:30am-12:30pm,
SU Guadalupe Room, Call
Allabogle, 947-1236.

Sigma Chi Fraternity

ATLANTA (AP)
The Rev.
David Dye has an advantage
over other Catholic priests who
counsel engaged couples: He
can fall back on his own experience as a husband for the past
22 years.
"As a married priest, I can
give couples a different perspective than a celibate priest.
Not necessarily a better
perspective, but different,"
Dye said.
Dye, 50, was an Episcopal
priest until 1988, when he converted to Catholicism. He was
ordained in the Catholic
Church in 1992 under an
exemption allowing priests
from Anglican churches to be
ordained as Catholics and
remain married.
He and his wife, Chantal,
have three children, ages 13
through 20.

Broomball, 10:30pm, 284 S.
10th St. Call Chad, 292-8192
or 279-9601.

Career Planning &
Placement
Resume
Critique,
121:45pm, SU Costanoan
Room. Call 924-6033.

Gay & Lesbian Faculty
and Staff Association
Meeting, 12-1:30pm, SU
Alumni Room. Call Jill,
924-5918.

Sikh Student Association
Welcome Day, 2:30-3pm,
Front of Science Bldg. Call
Harjit, 270-9331.

Black Student Union
Martin Luther King Exhibit,
SU Umunhum Room. Call
924-6229.
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There are about 80 married
Catholic priests in the United
States, all of them former
Episcopalian priests.
Besides serving as chaplain
at Georgia State University, Dye
says Mass once a week at St.
John Neumann Church in
Lilburn and counsels couples
during a day-long seminar on

marriage required by the
church for engaged couples.
The Atlanta Archdiocese
didn’t select Dye for the job
because he’s married, but it
didn’t hurt.
"Various priests have been
involved in that position, and
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sometimes a disadvantage in
counseling.
"What if I have an argument
with my wife and then I
leave the house to counsel a
couple?" he said. "Tell me
what side I’m going to be
on if they’re having a disagreement. I may be biased and side
with the man while a celibate
priest would be more objective."
James Davidson, a sociologist at Purdue University who
studies Catholicism, said many
couples may be more apt to
accept counseling from someone they truly trust, like a
married priest.
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obviously none of them have
been married," said the Rev.
Peter Dora, spokesman for the
archdiocese. "But we are very
happy that he can bring his perspective to the job."
"I felt it brought a whole new
dimension to marriage preparation," said Lynn Crutchfield,
who has worked with Dye in
the pre-marriage program. "I
thought he shared beautifully
his relationship with his wife
and children.
"Then again, it can be confusing to some," she said.
"It’s new for us, and it’s very
surprising to some people."
Dye says his marriage is
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"I drive my car so I can keep my books & stuff in it."
There are lockers on the lower level of the
Student Union for only 50 cents.
***************
"I am afraid to walk alone to the bus stop late at night."
Just call on any of the blue-light phones on
campus to have an escort walk with you.
***************
"I can’t take the commuter bus because
my class gets out at 9:00 p.m.and the last bus
leaves campus at 8:00 p.m."
For Fall semester, buses will be leaving
at 9:15 and 10:15 p.m.
***************

D M Dit:E; :EZ
Departing Third & San Fernando Streets (near Bank Of America)
single fare: 52.25/day pass: 54.50
monthly passes: S55 at The Event Center
New schedules are being printed now. For
schedule information, phone 321-2306.

For once, a wt in
educational spending that
actually helps students.
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With Apple’s special low student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh:
the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the affordable Macintosh Performa; which comes complete with lots of powerful software to help
get you through college. You can also choose the portable Apple* PowerBook" or the Power

"11, I.

"

Macintosh" the world’s fastest Mac.’ And because Macintosh is still the easiest personal corn pilfer, you won’t have to dig through complex manuals. Plus, with low student pricing. a \l,1.
’
is as easy to afford as it is to use. All of which makes it the ideal time to
Pie 11
discover the power all college students need. The power to be your hest 7

thintightt.:

For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
*Not responsible for typographical errors. Dept. discounts do not apply to these special bundles.
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In the Minors,
Professional cheerleader "Krazy
George," who
attends most big
sporting events in
the Bay Area,
showed up to
Municipal Stadium
for Sunday’s game
to cheer on the
San Jose Giants

the

THE

San Jose Giafits first baseman Benji Simonton, called ’Lii’ Hurt" by his teammates because of
his resemblance to Chicago White Sox first baseman Frank Thomas, listens to the national

From Page 1
shared between the team and the
fans can be felt. Everyone is still
talking about last night’s playoffqualifying win over the bane of all
evil, the Dodgers.
Suddenly, the crowd quiets to a
hum and stands. The players and
fans alike take off their caps, place
them over their hearts and turn to
face the flag in center field. Those
still not in their seats halt while the
nervous voices of young girls sing
the national anthem over the public address system.
Alter the song is over, the home
team takes the field. P.A. announcer
Jim Chapman rattles off the
starters’ names with machine gunlike speed.
As the first batter steps up to the
plate, a group of girls start chanting, "Gi-ants, Gi-ants, Rah, Rah, Rah.
A-ricka-rocka firecracker, shishboom-bah."
This is baseball.
This is real Giants’ baseball.
It’s right here in our backyard.
There’s no need to drive to
Candlestick. No need to bring blankets to fight the bay winds. It’s just

a short trip to the outskirts of San
Jose.
Since the baseball strike began,
more people have made the p11PHOTOS

BY

MARCIO JOSE SANCHEZ

grimage to San Jose’s Municipal
Stadium to enjoy baseball.
"Before the strike, the attendance was only about 1,700 and
now it’s around 3,100," said minority owner Chris Lampe.
For some patrons, the trip to San
Jose "Muni" is nothing out of the
ordinary.
"It’s a lot closer to home. Plus its
fun watching these guys go from
here to the majors," said Connie

rue spirit of

E

lives

anthem before a capacity crowd at Sunday’s game. Attendance at the Giants’ games has
increased due to the major league player’s strike and the impending cancellation of the season.

Divine, 33, a San Jose Giants fan."
For others, this journey is a
result of the strike.
"It sucks (the strike). People
could have broken the records, but
now they can’t," said Glen
Chambers, 10, of San Jose.
His brother Ricky, 8, agrees.
"We’re only here because we
can’t see the real Giants," he said.
These players may be minor-leaguers, but they are true professionals.
First baseman Benji Simonton,
22, said the size of the audience
doesn’t change his approach to the
game. "Doesn’t bother me,"
Simonton said. " More fans, less
fans. 1 don’t worry about why
they’re here, I’m just concerned
with doing my job every night."
Teammate Chris Singleton, 22,
sees the Increase in attendance as
a chance for the fans to learn about
the game.
"Not everyone knows what minor
league baseball is about," he said.
"They come out here and see that
these are players who belong to a
major league organization and they
are professionals."

An 11-3 victory over the San Bernardino Spirit Saturday afternoon gave
Giants’ fans Robert Koch, left, and Terri Walters something to cheer about.

The San Jose
Giants begin
their two-day
playoff
homestand
against the
Modesto As
tonight and
tomorrow
night at
Municipal
Stadium.

ABOVE. Giants players clown around during batting practice
before Sunday’s season finale.
LEFT: Considered to be one of the best catchers in San Francisco
Giants’ history, Dick Dietz, center, now manages the Class-A San
Jose Giants.
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Baseball season strikes out
Avarice is defined as the
excessive desire for wealth.
Stubbornness is defined as continuing something in a willful or
unreasonable manner.
Together, the words define
the major league baseball
strike.
On one side we have the players, who claim having a salary
cap interferes with free market
activity. They say other businesses don’t cap people’s
salaries.
What do they think budgets
are?
Based on expected profits,
businesses allocate a set
amount of money each year for
salaries. It sounds like a salary
cap to me.
Since 1973, the average major
league salary has ballooned
from $36,566 to $1.2 million.
Let’s see if my math is correct,
that’s about a 3,300 percent
increase.
Sorry fellas, I’m having trouble working up any tears for
you.
If the rest of us had our
salaries inflated that much, the

SPORTS FORETNI
Nancie Gruber
business of America would be
bankruptcy, not business.
On the other side of this mulish debate we have the owners
crying poverty. They’re impoverished with $1.7 billion in gross
revenues?
The owners claim they need a
salary cap because 19 of the 28
teams are losing from $3 million
to $12 million a season.
It has been rumored the Los
Angeles Dodgers are on the list
of money losers.
I beg your pardon? Has anyone checked the gate receipts
and merchandise sales at
Chavez Ravine lately?
Oh, that’s right, we can’t. The
owners don’t want to open their
books to back up their claims.

Thursday, September 8, 1994

Free football
tickets

Apparently, we’re supposed to
take their word for it.
Yeah, right, we trust you especially after you’ve twice been
found guilty of collusion.
This season, or what there
was of it, was one of the best in
years. There was Matt Williams
chasing Babe Ruth’s home run
record, Tony Gwynn batting
close to .400 and several good
pennant races, just to mention a
few of the highlights.
Now the season will probably
be called on account of stubbornness and greed. Acting
commissioner Bud Selig said
Friday if the strike isn’t settled
by the end of the week, the owners may cancel the rest of the
season.
They might as well now that
the NFL has started its regular
season. Many fans will desert
baseball, and they should.
Baseball deserted them.
popularity
Is
Baseball’s
already in decline. If the owners
and players don’t stop their
nonsense, baseball may no
longer be America’s pastime,
but only part of its past.

7’he first 5,000 SJSU students to show their student I.D. card can get a free
ticket to the Baylor vs. SJSU game at Spartan Stadium on Saturday at 6 p.m.
Tickets must be picked up before 5 p.m. at the Event Center Box Office
Friday. Your student ID. card and ticket are required to get into the game.
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Sept. 23
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Oct. 28
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Nov. 11
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’Utah State
’Utah State
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Buckeyes coach savors 18th ranking
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
Ohio State coach John Cooper
acknowledges that beating up a
smaller opponent doesn’t make
you a bully. There’s always
somebody around who is just as
big, if not bigger.
Cooper is hoping to get a handle on how good his 18thranked Buckeyes are when they
take on No. 25 Washington on
Saturday.
"I think we’ll all know a lot
more about our football team
when we come back from
Seattle than we do right now,"
Cooper said.
The Buckeyes opened Aug. 29
with a 34-10 victory over Fresno
State In the Disneyland Pigskin
Classic in Anaheim, Calif.
"The scary part of what we
saw against Fresno State was
that, realistically, all that Ohio

State had to play was the first
quarter and then the game was
over," Washington coach Jim
Lambright said.
The game will feature a pair
of players being touted for the
Heisman Trophy. Washington
Napoleon
back
running
Kaufman had 152 yards rushing
and 244 all-purpose yards in the
opening loss. Ohio State split
end Joey Galloway caught two
passes for 88 yards and a touchdown and ran twice for 19 yards
in Ohio State’s opening win.
"What they do, guys, is they
play an eight-man front,"
Cooper said. "The linebackers
are either blitzing or faking like
they’re going to blitz on every
play."
The game, which kicks off at
3:36 p.m. EDT will be televised
by ABC.

A genius figured it out
HP built it in.
The III’ 48(i has built-in
equations, functions,
and menus to guide you
through complex
calculations.
Access met 300 built-in equations.
Push a button, choose from a pull down menu, and fill in the blanks.
Entering data is that easy.
View 3-1) graphs.
32K RAM

EN2%Fakl:E:.
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EXPERIENCE JAPAN
FIRSTHAND
The Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET)
Program is sponsored by the Japanese
government and seeks college graduates
(you must have a BA/BS by 6/95) from all
majors to serve for one year in Japan as Assistant
Language Teachers (ALT) or Coordinators for
International Relations (C1R). Japanese language
ability is required for selection as a C1R, hut is
not necessary for ALTs. For further information
and to request an application for the 1995 JET
Program, please contact:
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You’ll quickly learn to
operate it!
Pun down menus guide you through
problem -solving sinliothly and quickly.
Push a 111111011.
all PlItry from the
pull down m1114111, and fill ill till’ blankS.
Check it out at your
college bookstore.
The
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JET Program Office
Japan Information Center
Consulate General of Japan
50 Fremont St., Suite 2200
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 777-3533
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New York jazz and dance professor Joan Walton comes to SJSU
By Stacey Hewitt

language they can comprehend
immediately."
Although Walton focused her
career on teaching and coaching others to take the lead,
there was a time in her life when
she wanted to focus more on
herself.
"I thought for awhile when I
was in my 30’s that I should
have focused more on performing. I moved to New York City
and took dance classes and
studied with different people.
The life onstage was great but I
didn’t like the life offstage," she
said.
One highlight of Walton’s
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Jazz dance professor Joan Walton teaches an afternoon dance in Washington Square Hall Waltcn
recently moved from Cincinnati to teach for a year at SJSU. Walton has been teaching for 26 years

Earn $$$
Work Flexible Hours
Be a Spokesmodel
If you’re ready for great pay and a great
experience-we’re looking for you!
U. S. Marketing & Promotions Agency is seeking highly energetic
individuals with a professional attitude to promote products throughout
Northern California. (Reliable transportation needed)
Call Pearl (800) 748-6374
Via Chico, Malaga Cove Plaza
Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274
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associated students

campus
recreation
student activities - sisu

9245950
aerobics at San Jose State University Event Center

Sign -Ups
end Sept. 9

Fall Aerobics
Session #1
Aug. 29 - Oct. 23
#F100
#F101
#F102
#F103
#F104
#F105
#F106
#F107
#F108
#F109

8.30-915 am
12:15-1245 pm
5:30-6:30 pm
5.30-6:30 pm
6:30-730 pm
12:15-12:45 pm
Cancelled
5:30-6:30 pm
6:30-7:30 pm
10:00-11.00 am

Step
Step
Water Fitness
Step
Cardio Funk
Body Toning
Sports Conditioning
Step Hi/Low Combo
Step
Step

MW
MWF
TTH
MW
W
TTH

$34
$38
$34
$36
$18
$33

0
16,

d for

free

Classes are held in the SJSU Event Cent Register in class or in the A S. Business
office located in the Student Union For more aerobics info. 924.5960.

SpartAerobics
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OFF THE LEASH

BY

W.B. PARK

My parents were
very, very
encouraging.
Most of my
friends in school
didn’t have that
luck.’
Joan Walton
J.

Dance Ensemble professor

father is a doctor and her mother is a nurse. Walton said they
were never discouraged or
pressured from pursuing a
career in musical theater.
"My parents were very, very
encouraging. Most of my
friends in school didn’t have
that luck," Walton said.
Walton is a traveler of sorts.
She has lived all around the
world, but was too young to
remember much about life in
most of these places.
She was born in Syracuse
New York and moved to Japan
when she was very young. She
then tried out life in New York
City for a year, then moved to
Marion, Indiana and Cincinnati,
Ohio before coming to San Jose.
She came to teach, a job she
feels is special.
"Teaching is a gift," Walton
said. "I used to think that anyone could do it but it’s not true.
I like being capable of conveying information to someone in a

is a gift.
I used to think
that anyone
could do it but
it’s not true.’

’Teaching

Joan Walton
.lam Dance Enaembk professor

career is the yearly pilgrimage
to New York City not only to see
the new musicals on Broadway
but to check for familiar names
of students that she might have
taught a dance step to or
helped learn a song.
Perhaps, one day an SJSU student will be a star on Broadway
and will be able to thank Walton
for helping them get there.

Get it Free!

The Inside Track to
Law, Med, Business, or Grad School
You’ve cleared your first hurdle:
You want to go to Law, Med,
Business, or Grad School.

Get into Law, Med.
Business or Grad School!

TTH $36
TTH $36
3at $:"

SJSU students
prices.

Fit Passes are
available for drop -in
workouts, also

1101 f you happen to wander
into one of the classes
of the new SJSU Jazz
Dance Ensemble professor, Joan
Walton, you won’t find students
taking notes or listening to long
lectures.
You will, however, find them
learning how to become "triple
threats" which in musical theater jargon means someone who
is able to sing, dance and act.
Walton, who will only be at
SJSU for one year, will be using
her talents to teach Jazz Dance
Ensemble and other dance
classes.
Although she has known
Walton for only one week, junior
dance major Christine Vizcarra
enjoys Walton’s classes and is
excited about the semester.
"She’s great. She expects a lot
out of us, but we’re going to be
inuch better dancers in the
future," Vizcarra said.
Walton wears many hats as an
instructor
"I work on voice lessons, play
the piano, teach dance, choreograph, work on costume design,
and take care of the business
end of it all," Walton said.
Her interest in choreography
was apparent at a young age,
and hasn’t waned in her 26
years of teaching.
"I’m still making up dances
like I did when I was 15," she
said.
Although Walton and three of
her brothers are involved in
music and performing, her

Now find out how to get into
the school of your dreams
at a free seminar!

Learn How to Master These Hurdles:
401) How to organize the process
41. How to choose the right school for you
40 When to apply
10 The importance of test scores
How to get good recommendations
41. Write a winning personal statement
411. How to find financial aid
alb How to get a higher LSAT, MCAT, GMAT, GRE score

Get a higher LSAT,MCAT,
GMAT or GRE score!
11 r

Saturday, September 17th
Seats are Limited! Call 1-Ill-UP-TEST by
September 16th To Reserve Your Seat!
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US to train Russian troops
TOTSK, Russia (AP) Slamming nationalists who have
decried joint peacekeeping
exercises as a violation of sovereignty, Russia’s top general gave
a resounding endorsement to
training with the U.S. military.
Defense
Minister
Pavel
Grachev pledged Wednesday to
double Russia’s contingent next
year, and criticized opponents
of the joint exercises as shortsighted.
"Those who are today against
this peacekeeping exercise, let
them remember 1954," said
Grachev, recalling barbaric
nuclear testing that took place
40 years ago on the plains of
Totsk, 700 miles southeast of
Moscow, exposing poorly protected Soviet troops to radiation.
Critics of the exercises most notably ultra-nationalists
who picketed outside the front
gate for several days - had gotten a boost from a well-placed
ally earlier Wednesday when
the Russian co-commander, Col.
Gen. Edward Vorobyev, ques-

tioned whether the nine-day
exercises would prepare the
troops for peacekeeping missions.
Vorobyov also indicated the
exercises had come at a bad
time for the cash-strapped
Russian military, which spent an
estimated several million dollars to hold them, and said he
would rather conduct them by
computer simulation next year
in order to cut costs.
But during his one-day visit,
Grachev voiced a strong commitment to continue the maneuvers that have renewed the old
slogan "Yankee go home"
among hard-liners.
"I believe that the very effect
of the joint American-Russian
peacekeeping exercise has global significance. Those who misunderstand are only those who
are short-sighted or the forces
(protesters) who play a political
part during the exercises," he
told a group of mostly Russian
soldiers at the base auditorium.
He said he supported sending
500 Russian troops in 1995, up

from this year’s 250 for each
side.
A U.S. version of the exercise
is tentatively planned for 1995.
Army Col. Richard Bridges said
Wednesday that Fort Chaffee,
Ark., and Fort Polk, La., are the
logical sites.
In one drill on the 30-squaremile base at Totsk, American
HumVees raced through tall
brush and penetrated woods in
pursuit of a faction supposedly
bent on taking over the fictional
country of Atlantis.
The rat-a-tat-tat of machine
guns signaled a firelight - with
blanks -as U.S. soldiers moved
in on their scripted enemy.
Three "faction" members in
olive fatigues were marched out
of the woods, hands on their
heads, and onto a truck where a
muscular U.S. soldier toting an
M-16 made them kneel one by
one.
"Treat him just like a kindergartner. Put his nose in the corner!" 2nd Lt. Bruce Kimmery, 24,
of Carmel, Ind., barked at the
soldier.
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Saddam Hussein ruins ecosystem
at home to further military stance
WASHINGTON (AP) Saddam Hussein’s deliberate
draining of southern Iraqi
marshlands has created an
environmental "disaster of
and
proportions"
epic
destroyed a haven for Shiite
rebels, according to a CIA
report released Wednesday.
"The dry and denuded
areas remaining provide no
sustenance or protection for
the insurgents" and give Iraqi
government forces an unobstructed line of fire on the
Shiites, the report said.
A U.N. Security Council resolution approved in the
immediate aftermath of the
1991
Gulf War forbids
Saddam from oppressing the
Shiites in an effort to enforce
that resolution the United
States and allied nations have
been patrolling a "no-fly

zone" over southern Iraq to
prevent air attacks on the
Shiites.
Nonetheless, the CIA said,
an undetermined number of
Shiites have been killed by
Iraqi government forces who
are burning not only vegetation there but also homes.
Last April, Iraq said it was
diverting water from the wetlands in order to put more
desert lands under cultivation.
The CIA report released
Wednesday included a 199093 sequence of Landsat commercial satellite photographs
of the marshlands between
the Tigris and Euphrates
rivers northwest of Basra and
east of Ar. 1.aziriyah in south
eastern Iraq.
Also
in
the report were declassified portions of a CIA analy-

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no ciairn or products or
services acharbeed below nor is
there any giarantee Implied. The
cleselkid columns of the Spartan
Dolly consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

VOLUNTEERS

RETAIL SALES REP. Retail
computer store is seeking a Sales
Rep, to provide sales, service and
support to customers. Working
knowledge and proficiency at
demonstrating IBM compatible
computer hardware and software
desired. One year of retail sales
e xperience required. Flexible
hours, benefits, training and
possibility of career growth. Salary
69 per hour plus commission.
Send your resume or apply at:
Attn: Ethel Mae Potter
JDR MICRODEVICES. INC.
1850 South 10th St. San Jose.
CA 98112. Fax 4: (4081 4941444.
EOE/M/F/V/D.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Golf Course Snack Bar positions,
P/T,Thuradayttru Saida/.
$5.50- $6.00 per hour d.o.e.
plus free golf & lunchl
Call Tia at Shoreline Golf Links
415.989-7100.
BOOTH ATTENDANT. Street fairs,
festivals, flea markets, etc.
Interesting. F/PT job. 984-4003.

HOUSE PAINTERS NEEDED
PT/FT flexible hours, no exp. nec.
Work outdoors. Work with fiends.
Call 6311583 for more info.

DIRECT CARE.
PART-TIME $8.00 HR.
Non profit residential facilities
for young adults with autism.
Call 406-44-8.3953.
Spark Foundation.
glifarted Renals(e)TUTON/DRIVER
fa. per re. 5 afternoons per week.
Must have own car and ins.
DM V print out required.
Call 259-2781 for interview.
JOBSI JOBS! JOBS! Intramural
Sports: Director. League
Supervisor, Referees/Officials.
Call A.S. Campus Recreation
or stop by the Student Activities
office. 924-5950.

Certain advertisements in
these colialins may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
Classified readers shoukl be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
caret* Investigate all films
Mixing employment listings
arcoupons for discount
vacations or merchand I se.

THE SPARTAN SHOPS Catering
Department is bokng ft: a student
who would be interested in working
as a Chef’s Helper. Take the
opportunity to work with award
winning Chef Marcel Bustos and
fine tune your cooking skills. No
experience necessary, will train.
Eery morning to late morning shifts
available. Contact Rebecca,
Catering Manager at Spartan
Shops, Inc. 924-1756.

HALF MOON BAY,45 min. commute,
3 blks from beach. Artist house.
55131 mot dell Jo/415-728-0112.

RENTAL HOUSING
2 Beaton Alignment 5750/mo.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

2 BDRM. 1 BATH. COTTAGE.
Avail 9/1. Private entrance &
SEEKING EMPLOYMENT? Need parking. New carpet. All util. paid.
Mac skills? Call Robert Brady, Nonsmoker only. Dose to campus S.
13th St. $800./ma John -9470974.
408.275-9371 Ext. 4.
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. fiLge windows,
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal. A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry.
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from
THE SPARTAN SHOPS CATERING $650. Aspen Vintage Tower
department is looking for a student 297-4705.
who would be responsible for
coordinating paperwork and orders.
Applicant must be a self-starter
REAL ESTATE
and must be able to complete
ATTN MOM 8 DAD:
many different tasks with little
Grand Opening of Si Condos:
or no supervision. Computer
knowledge (WordPerfect, Windows, 9/17/94, Nocn - 4prn, 0370 ki4th
St 6 uyts aval n reaoctead Ran
Quattro Pro, etc), typing skills,
mate Victorian 2-3 BRs $12014
phone skills a must. Hours and
$1504 Go la tine home toner fin.
days are flexible based on school
schedule. Contact Rebecca, Catering avail Call John V. to & Acca.40/3
2948274.
Manager at Spartan Shops. Inc.
924-1756.
TWO, THREE OR RVE DAY WORK
week opportunity. Join Supervisor
Marie Mitchell & Chef Richard
Lewis at the University Club for
lunch each day. Hours are:
10:00am - 2:00pm, Mon. - Fri.
Starting salary is 85.02 per hour.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Fishing
SERVICES
Industry. Earn to 53.00056,000+
per month + benefits. Male/ Student Voice Mall 117. Month.
Female. No experience necessary No more missed messages!
Rent your own private, password.
(206) 545-4155 ext A60411.
protected voice mail box
NATIONAL PARK JOBS Over (3 month minimum). Pager
25,000 openings! (including hotel notification and group boxes
staff, tour guides. etc.) Benefits + available. Call today for free
bonuses! Apply now for best recorded message. 24 hour
positions. Call: 1-206-545-4804 access. 408461.9880.
ext. N60411.
MEN 8 WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, twee-zing or
ROOMMATES
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove yory unwanted hair.
ROOM FOR RENT
Back - Chest Lip Bikini Chin
Easy commute to SJSU.
In nice 4 Br./2.5 Ba. home. Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
Share with married couple.
Jogging path next to back yard. 1/2 price if made before Dec. 31.
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Walk-in closet.
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
Kitchen & living room privileges.
Panidng always available at street. Campbell .1408)379-3500.
Quiet Neighborhood near
MODELS PORTFOUD PHOTOGRAPHY
Oakridge Mall.
Free consultation. Will trade
1 mile to Nmaden Lake Park.
services. Call Michael @224754K
2 blocks to bus stop.
Light Rail stop by Oakridge.
WRITING HELP. Professional
*Easy access to freeway 87.
8350./month + 1/4 utilities. editing, rewriting, proofing. ghostPrivate phone hookup available. writing. Letters, reports, books.
Call 13nice or Georgina or leave a essays, theses, articles. etc. For
message. Voice: (408)281-0172. more info please call Dave Bolick,
510-601.9554. VISA/MASTERFax: 14081 226-0172.
CARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

AFFORDABLE
LEGAL
CLINIC
Attorneys & Paralegals
Immigration &Traffic Problems
Divorce & Bankruptcy
Personal Injury
All Legal Matters
(408) 286-8087
WRMNG, RESEARCH, EDITING.
Versatile, expert staff. Fast
turnaround, free fax delivery.
Long experience helping ESL
students. Call 800-777-7901.

HEALTH/BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CUNiC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Elaywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
50% COCOUTRI
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires Dec. 31st, 1994.
406379.3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. k17,
Campbell, CA 95008.
ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN?
Break out of the prison of pain.
Free yourself to once again do the
things you have always enjoyed.
Feel better emotionalty 8, physically.
Quick and affordable. drugless
pain relief. Call (408) 374-4960
Pain Relief Center for free 16 page
booklet on chronic pain.

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drkers-Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" ’Family Mult(car
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Nso open Saturdays 9-2.
$50.00 STUDENT Discoutin
ASTORIA NSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Ski. Motorcycle.
Boat. Home owners Insurance.
’Alumni- serving ’Students...Talk to me. I’ll help you.
our? Accidents? Suspended Uc?
Call me. (Don) 408.247-3734.
Open on Sat/Sun with app*. only!

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL Word Proceeds*.
Theses. term papers, group
projects. resumes. letters. etc.
All formats. especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.

FOR Almvium_ / AGENcy RATES cu. 408-924-3277
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Ad Rates: 3-11ne minimum
Two
Days
$7
3 linos
4 lines
$8
5 lines
$9
$10
6 lines
SS
If for each additional line

Throe
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Fly.
Days
$13
$14
$15
$18

per day.
After the RPM day, rata Inatome,* by
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
each
in
bold
available
for
$3
words
additional
5
Up lo

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3.9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Niene

Please check

Address

one classification:

Cry S Slate

71p cafe

Anne

Send check a money order ID
Spartan Deny Clasafftede
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 96192.0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (40S) 11244277

_CEIMpuS Clubs.
_Greek Messages.
_Events*
_Announcements.
_Lost and Found..
_Volunteers.
_For Sale
_Autos For Sale*
_Electronics.
_Wanted.
_Employment
_Opportunities

/

__Rental fiousiri.:
_Roommates.
_Real Estate
_Services
_HealthiBear,t,
_Ride Share.
_Insurance
_Entertainment.
_Travel
_Tutonng*
Word Processing
Scholarships

available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Spacial student rates

20 YRS PROFESSIONAL lasealance.
Typing & transcription for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying,
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at (408) 369-8614.

WORD PROCESSING Prokualanal
Theses, resumes, group
projects, term papers. etc.
Free spelling & grammatical
editing. Free storage. Transcription. Fax machine.
Dependable. One -day turnaround on most work. Sam to
7pm. Call Anna at 972-4992.

14AYWARD4REMCRTUNION CfTY
Wordprocessing and typing:
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA, and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser printing. Free spell check and storage.
APA. Tumbler and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 406.251-0449

CALL MARCIA 266.9446
for Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
APA Turablan MLA
Grammar, Punct.. Phrasing
Tables. Graphs. & Charts.
Will also edit disks.
600 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
IritainderulSbalsr WeiC011111
10 minutes from campus!

FREE FAXING + UNLIMITED
copies of you resume. Call Robert
Brady. 408-275-9371 Ext. 4.

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
Term papers Group projects
Thesis Letters Appl icat ions
Restrnes .Tape transcription. etc
reirsing/Math/Science/Enginsh.
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
7 days. SUZANNE, 448-5858.

INSURANCE

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

One
Day
85
$6
$7

sis of the drying campaign.
Saddam has dried out the
marshlands mainly by building an east -west dam and
canal across the northern
side of the Amarah marsh to
cut off the Tigris distributaries.
The Euphrates, the main
source of water for the
Hammar marsh, was dammed
east of An Nasiriyah and west
of the city of Qurnah. The CIA
said that has left only a dry
stream bed through what had
been the Hammar marsh.
A U.S. intelligence official
who discussed the report on
condition of anonymity said
CIA analysts estimate that
morc ".an 100,000 of the
150,000 Shiites who had lived
In these wetlands in 1991 had
been driven out by the marsh
drying.

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282

B E A FRIEND!
24 HOUR NAUTILUS. Fitness
Trainers. California’s fastest growCaring and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
ing fitness center chain has
with mental illness become
immediate openings for energetic.
independent! Flexible hours!
enthusiastic FITNESS TRAINERS to
Training and support given.
instruct and coach members.
Gain practical experience for
Strong fitness background ACE, SALES - 24 HOUR NAUTILUS.
psychology, social work. OT,
ACSM, & or PE a plus. PART-T1ME California’s fastest growing fitness
nursing or related fields.
& FULL TIME available. FREE center chain has immediate openCall Teresa Jackson at
MEMBERSHIP to clubs. Apply in ings for energetic, enthusiastic,
408/526-1288 or 408/287-2132. person at our following locations: SALES professionals with a strong
SAN JOSE: 1845 Hillsdale Ave. desire to succeed to. sell and maror 375 A North Capitol Ave. ket fitness memberships. Sal. +
ANNOUNCEMENTS FREMONT: 40910 Fremont Blvd. Comm. + Bonus, Medical, Dental
SARATOGA: 18760 Cox Ave. SUN- & 401K. Rapid advancement
NEW STUDENT DENTAL RAM
NYVALE: 150 E. Fremont Ave. potential. Fitness background
Office visits and x-rays no charge. MOUNTAIN VIEW: 2550 W. El preferred. FREE (1L8 MEMBERSHIP.
Apply in person at our following
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Camino Real.
locations. SAN JOSE: 1845 Hillsdale
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
PART TIME WATTPERSON needed Ave. or 375 A North Capitol Ave.
evenings & weekends. Salary + FREMONT: 40910 Fremont Blvd.
calf (800) 655-3225.
tips. Apply in person. Britannia SARATOGA: 18760 Cox Ave.
Arms. 5027 Almaden Expressway, SUNNYVALE: 150 E. Fremont Ave.
MOUNTAIN VIEW: 2550 W. El
FOR SALE
San Jose, Ca.
Camino Real.
RU. BED $100. Queen $125. Day GET A JOBI We are Takeout Taxi,
bed $125. Buie 8145. All unused. America’s largest dinner delivery THE SPARTAN SHOPS Catering
Also: lots of used furn. 998-2337. service. We deliver dinners from Departrnent is looking for students
restaurants like Chilis, TGI Fridays, who are energetic, enjoy people
2 SETS: TWIN MATTRESS & Marie Callenders to homes & and are detail oriented who would
with box spring & frame, $35. businesses Many SJSU students be interested in working in a
& $65. each o.b.o. Call 408- have enjoyed our flexible & friendly team atmosphere. Wait experience
work environment. You on, too. CV very desirable. Wage based on
9734364 between 6-8pm.
metiers we pat line rite e,enegs. experience. Contact Rebecca.
Cal Ites rostified swat. 369-9401. Catering Manager at Spartan
Mobile Weiter/Waltress: Deliver Shops. Inc. 924-1756.
AUTO FOR SALE
from the resteral to the aAtOmers
88 DODGE RAM CHARGER 454 home or business. Earn 59-$12/hr ENJOY WORKING WIlli CHWRI341?
8 cyl. Low miles. Grey & Silver w/ hour. YOi must be at least 18, have Small World Schools is currently
dk red interior. Excellent condition. your own car, ins. & ro moe ten one hiring for F/T & P/T positions for
ding on your DMV. Posititons in the Preschool & Day Care. A variety of
$6.800. Gene: 285-3994.
aserao/Campbel wee or Sall Sal shifts available in San Jose, BelJose. Cash tips nighty!!! 369-9401. mont. Millbrae & San Bruno. Also
hiring for substitutes - flexible
EMPLOYMENT
BABYSITTER: Tuff% 11arn 2pm scheduling does not interfere with
RECEFIIONST AIMED PART-TIME + WI flex hrs. 2 sweet boys ages school obligations. Prefer 12 ECE
M/W/F, $7.59 an hour. Typing. 2 & 4.2 blks to campus. Weekly or 6 ECE completed + current
computer, general office. Start today. parking included. Lisa :2866451. ECE enrollment for all positions.
Benefits 8, an abundance of
408-972-2099.
$10/HR PLUS COMMISSION. growth opportunities! Please call
IMP. TUTOR 8 PROOF READER Bright. money-motivated. ethical 4013257-7326 to schedule interview.
for grad student. Excellent writing & individual for telesales/appoint$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
proofing skills required. using APA ment-setting in SJ. Established,
with scheduled increases.
lama. Must be WA sludent cr grad. growing company. Sitla utversity &
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
57.814/fr, deperdirg on experience. EPA studies validate our product
Fulttime or Part-time
Flexible schedule. Resume & refer- benefits. Reirous ieresares esiertence
AU. SHIFTS AVAILABLE
ences required. Please contact disirable. Extremely lucrative career
FULL TRAINING
Charles a 9248537 lee.e message. path for the right individual. Work
EXCELLENT BENEFTTS
evenings & weekends to start InterCredit Union / Paid Vacations
YOUTH PROGRAM COORDINATOR. ested applicants should mail/fax a
Medical/Dental Insurance
Assist with youth sports & family wane to Dese Ott. EcoWater. 4667
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
programs. 6.90-10.35/hr. Evening Third St, Pleasanton, CA 94566 or
Apply:
Mon.- Fri. 8am 5pm,
follow
(fax)
&
then
510-602-1078
South
& weekend work required.
Vanguard Security Services
with a phone call to 8002878798.
Valley Family YMCA. 226-9622.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Now 101a SanTomas Expressway.
ACUFACTS, INC.
THE SPARTAN SHOPS Catering
Department is looking for a few Security Officers / Patrol Drivers
RESORT
JOBS- Earn to 512/hr. 4.
Futtime
/
Part-time
that
ails"
-it
’know
equipment
tips. Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas,
Apply. Mon. Fri., Barn. - 5pm.
would be responsible for cleaning,
+
more.
Jose
Tropical & Mountain
Meridian
Ave.
San
5550
all
of
storlrg, issuing, tracking, etc.
destinations worldwide. Call
(408)286.5880
equipment used in the catering
(206)632-0150
ext 860411.
kitchen. Hours are from 7am to
Noon. Monday thru Friday or any
combination of days. Contact
Rebecca, Catering Manager at
Spartan Shops, Inc. 924-1756.
SMALL MATTRESS store close to
SJSU. Informal atmosphere, jeans
OK PT/FT flexible hrs. 294-5478.

7

SCHOLARSHIPS
SS BILLIONS avadacie for your
education, ail students qualify!
Free message (800)666-GRAD.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!
Money s wanting for you right now
from Private Scholarships. Grants
and Fellowships. No Financial
Need and No GPA minimum.
For FREE literature and
application package.
CALL NOW! 408-292-2400
leave name, address, phone.
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ACROSS

Back of the neck
Humid
More timid
Level
Operatic song
-wth"mm
Peppers
companion
Cincinnatiieam
18
19 Very very
20 Row of seats
21 Orange blossorr
23 Garment part
25 Bakery item
26 Verdi opera
28 On terra firma
33 Some sculptures
36 Child’s toy
39 Second word of
a fairy tale
40 Bandleader
Shaw
41 Change the
color of
42 Psychoanalyst
Sigmund 43 Flu symptom
44 - of Capri
45 Sea eagles
46 Camera eyes
48 Hindu princess
50- and a
promise
53 Flee
57 Coat fabric
62 In the distance
63 Custom
64 Poet - Pound
65 Softball team
66 Harshness
67 Carbon deposit
68 Singer
- Clapton
69 Common
wildflower
70 Shade of cob o
71 Denomination
1
5
9
14
15
16
17

I

answers kli appear in the next Issue
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1 Robins abodes
2 Be of use
3 Ontano’s Point
4 Earnest
requests
5 Fixed a sock
6 Territory
7 Center
8 Ziti Of rigatoni
9 Gushes out
10 Sword handle
11 Big Foots
cousin
12 Beige
13 Paper measure
22 Russian
mountains
24 Workbench
attachment
27 Tacks on
29 Fierce storms
30 Ajar
31 Playboy
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32
33
34
35
37
38
42
44
47
40
51
52
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

Stops
Idol
Impulse
Astonish
Olive Sly look
Marshes
Egyptian
goddess
Whoduntts Queen
Put fizz In the
water
Hope Musical toy
Blazing
Take fright
Construct
Wheys patina
China s
continent
Wise Men
Selves
Golf club
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Health care: Statewide ballot measure to go before voters
ing it easier to pay the new
taxes."
Responding to opponents’
claims that Proposition 186 limits choices, Hedgpeth said that
is not true.
"They are misleading the public," Hedgpeth said. "In fact,
Prop. 186 expands choices. This
system does not tell us how to
go or where to go, and does not
tell the doctor what to give us.
The doctor defines on a patientto-patient basis what a patient
needs."
Proposition 186 would also
cost jobs of people employed
in the insurance industry,
approximately 50,000 people
Northern
to
according
California Medicine.
"While Prop. 186 will put the
health insurance companies out
of business, the intent is not to

From page 1
tion of insurers, physicians and
other interest groups (ranging
from) agricultural groups to
hospitals, all unanimously
opposed to government taking
over health care."
"We (also oppose) the $40 to
$50 billion in new taxes to fund
health care, the huge bureaucracy needed to run it and the limits on choice," Wiebe said.
Dodd asserted the $47 million
in new taxes is not as bad as it
sounds. She said health insurance would only be paid
through the state.
"Prop. 186 eliminates the
health component of worker’s
compensation, auto insurance
and liability for business,"
Dodd said. "Other insurance
costs woillil come clown mak-

cost the small guy on the block
his job," Hedgpeth said.
"One million dollars is earmarked to retrain the people

’While Prop. 186
will put the health
insurance
companies out of
business, the intent
is not to cost the
small guy on the
block his job’
Judith Hedgpeth
CuMonde» for Heath Security

who lose their jobs not the
CEOs who take home $52 million a year, but the agents and

processors within the industry."
According to Latta, it’s hard
to tell how passage of
Proposition 186 would affect
student health services.
"Initially it wouldn’t affect
(the students) at all. Ultimately,
this may be the best type of
plan for covering students. But
students are in good condition
if it passes or not."
Latta said he is not certain
what would happen to the $55
student health fee if Proposition
186 passes. He said the state
may decide health services is
doing a fine job and leave it be.
"We run an efficient operation," Latta said. "Services available for the health fee, the
range and how many times you
can come in, are exceptional."
students
SJSU
Some
expressed concerns about the

Renewal
From page 1
gram is confirmed at the first
class meeting.
Despite the increased availability, one thing hasn’t
changed academic renewal
Is still limited to one repeat
per course.

future of the country’s health
care system.
"1 want a health care system
where it’s not so expensive,"
human performance Junior
Brian Snodgrass said. "When I
got laid off from work, 1 had to
pay $430 a month for me and
my family."
"Most people agree we need
health care reform," Wiebe said.
"But people don’t think that the
state can do a better job than
insurers can. We clearly need
reform but this isn’t the way to
do it."
"If we continue to expend our
budget on the current health
care system," Hedgpeth said,
"We can’t spend it on crime,
education, social services or
infrastructure.
That money
needs to go elsewhere, but it
can’t if there aren’t controls."
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Stress: Relaxing takes effort
I rout page 1
pie to use.
People who get stressed out
by high-tech terminology and
electrical sensors can relax.
Biofeedback has been around
for a long time.
"We actually use biofeedback
in our everyday life," Kent said.
According to the National
Institute of Mental Health, taking a temperature with a thermometer or stepping on a scale
are common examples of
biofeedback. The instruments
feedback information so that
patients can improve their
health

This treatment technique
trains people to improve their
health by using signals from
their own bodies.
According to Kent, biofeedback training is not new and has
been practiced by Dr. Eric
Peper, a San Francisco State
professor, since the 1960s.
Kent said researchers have
trained subjects to alter their
brain activity, blood pressure,
heart rate and other involuntary body functions.
Kent said deep breathing,
relaxation and visualization procedures are helpful when used
simultaneously with biofeed-

back. Regulating the body will
help the mind and body to
interact with each other.
Human performance professor Barbara Conry said biofeedback works, but, like any other
training method, takes time.
Despite biofeedback therapy,
physical symptoms may persist.
But continued relaxation exercises and stress management
can help the body reduce some
stress and speed recovery.
According to Kent, students
can remedy their ailments by
making a commitment to practicing biofeedback or relaxation
exercises on a regular basis.

central location in the city
and because the company wanted to tie it into education,
according to Heidi Owens, a
senior human relations reprewith
United
sentative
Technologies.
Owens is an SJSU alumna with
a degree in business administration who has been working with
the BSU since February to bring
the exhibit here.
Lorraine Grant, a 1989 graduate of SJSU and chief managing
editor for Exodus magazine,
heard about the exhibit on

"Good Morning San Jose." She
said she gets excited about
events related to King.
"It’s very moving and historical. It’s very real because the
pictures are of actual events in
Martin Luther King’s life," Grant
said.
The exhibit will be on display
in the Umunhum room in the
Student Union today from 7 a.m.
to 10 p.m. and Friday from 7
a.m. to 12 p.m.
Around 300 to 400 people are
expected to attend during the
four-day exhibit, Martin said.

A Yes, all programs are on campus

CONIE RAISE A JAR AT P.kDDY’S

A Ye, we’ve been helping sexients pre
pore for the past 20 years

DOWNTOWN’S FRIENDLIEST PUB

what would you expect to pay or a pro
e
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LIVE BANDS

A Our lees range
$195

Tonight
Chuck Vincent & Shuffle
Fri. Sept. 7th
Calvin’s Dad
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Exhibit
From page 1
decided to put together the
exhibit as a tribute and because
he wants to remind young
Americans of the contributions
made by King to civil rights.
Many of the photographs in
the exhibit are from Mathews’
personal collection. He also
included some pictures from
the files of the Associated
F’ress because he wanted to
document King’s complete life
story.
SJSU was chosen as the site
for the exhibit because of its

There’s still
time to get
money for this
semester froni
Citibank.

Half-Price
Student
Parking
Only $30 per month ($30 savings)
at the Second and San Carlos
Street Garage, next to Camera 3.

No payments while you are in school

Whether you’re an undergraduate
or graduate student, Citibank has a
student loan to meet your needs.

Low interest rates
Loans for students of all incomes

If you’re short on funds this semester, you’re

Guaranteed Space

not alone. During the 30 years we’ve been

24 Hour Access

in the student loan business, students have
often told us that they need extra money

Monthly payments as low as $50
No penalty for early repayment
You don’t have to be a current Citibank
customer to qualify!

during the course of the semester to pay for

Limited to 200 Spaces
Half-Month Parking
($15,

sold on 1st and 15th of the month)

*aip

To Qualify

Student Discount Parking
applications may be obtained at the
parking office next to the Second St.
entrance of the garage or by calling
City Park at 298-8852

1-800-692-8200, ext. 614. Call today,

lender, to provide you with the best financial

and we’ll get an application out to you the

aid products and services with these

next business day!

important benefits:

1-800-6()2-8200

Yes!

I need a student loan now!
Send me more information and an application for the following Citibank student loans:

1 All Federal Stafford Loans

1 Federal PLUS Loan

(for undergraduate and graduate students)

(for parents of dependent students only)

SAN II% IlOWNTOWN
ASSIICI MON
Sponsored by the City of San lose

STATE

CITY
SOCIAL SKURITY

018/t4

1 Citibank Graduate Loans
Field of interest
APT

ADDRESS

NAME

0\\//

get you the funds you need. Or call us at

the nation’s Number One student loan

You must be registered for
6 units at SJSU and show
proof of registration.

Fr

The faster you respond, the faster we can

tuition, books, and other expenses. If this
sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank,

YOU API CURRINITY

ZIP

1A5 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT

Mail this coupon to: Citibank (NYS)
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-7085

TELEPHONE
1 A GRADUATE STUDENT

11.01 OF GRADUATION
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EDIT ors note

With every semester, there are new faces, new material to be learned and
of course, new beginnings.
It was three years ago when I first set foot at San Jose State. I was only 18
then shy, quiet and naive. Throughout high school I always wanted to move on,
to go forward and explore a new dimension of knowledge. That next step would
be college, something I had always thought of as the real world.
But now that I am coming to the close of my years here at State, I have
realized I was mistaken. College is just one more step. A final preparation, you
might say, before I enter into the big, ruthless arena called life.
For me, college has not only been an institution to foster ideas and
thought, but it has been a process of self-discovery. Every year I get closer to
unveiling who I am, what I want to do and above all, where I’m going.
College is a place to learn, to make choices and with that, make mistakes.
Our time here shouldn’t be spent rushing through classes just to get a degree.
Instead it should be a time tosive careful thought to paving out the road to the
future.

We should take every advanlage that college
offers us, for the choices we make here will
reflect on us throughout our entire lives.

On that note, in this first issue of ETC., I invite you to take a peek at the
lives of a few students who have made a choice of commitment. Through this article you’ll get a taste of what it’s like to be married at a young age while maintaining school, working at a job and above all, keeping a spouse happy.
And for those of you who weren’t able to buy tickets to experience Cirque
du Soleil, ETC. brings the fantastically imaginative circus world to you.
Plus, if college stress has already put a damper on your spirits, ETC. has
the answer for you. Our advice: Simply slip into the wonderful, calming world of
tea.
Former readers will find that within this publication many things have
changed as new people and new writers with diverse talents have come together to
create this semester’s ETC. We hope you continue to delight in the entertainment
we bring you as well as find interest in the social issues we plan to cover.
With that in mind, enjoy your new beginning this semester as well as the
new beginning of ETC.
Best of luck,
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It wasn’t cold. I wasn’t wa m. The
westerly winds that are typical in San
Francisco at 7:30 p.m. made it a perfect
night for standing in line.
Was it worth standing in line to see?
That is the question that can be called standard when deciding whether a movie was
good or not. If that question can’t be
answered, then the movie is completely
ambiguous.
"A Simple Twist of Fate" isn’t worth
waiting in line for, even if the weather is
good. Good weather and Steve Martin aren’t
enough of an incentive to stand in line.
_n
Maybe if they added some free popcorn and
soda, a short line might be worth it.
Forget for a moment that Steve Martin stars
a,
in this movie, and what is the result? No
movie it had to have a star with box office
>
appeal like Martin otherwise it would be a TV
movie. Add Steve Martin and what is the
result? "Movie Magic!" "The feel -good movie
of the summer!" "If you liked ’Father of the
Bride,’ you’ll love ’A Simple Twist of Fate’!"
"A Simple Twist of Fate" is about as preSteve Martin is Michael McCann, a man dedicated to raising his adopted daughter Mathilda (Victoria &
dictable as the hype that publicizes the film. The
Elizabeth Evans) in a loving home. However, when the child’s biological father appears and demands
fact that it touches a sensitive subject such as
custody of the girl, a bitter controversy ensues. 'Touchstone Pictures. All Rights Reserved
child custody makes it all the more predictable.
The story ambles along, a little laugh here, a moist
Of course, people are
eye there, a chuckle here. The audience response
going to love the movie. It
seemed scripted. This is no thinking movie.
offers no challenge. It doesn’t
"A Simple Twist of Fate" begins by joining
interfere with life at all. In fact,
Michael McCann (Steve Martin) at a high point in his
it is very safe safer than
life his wife is about to have a baby. That high
safety matches in the rain.
point abruptly ends when it turns out the baby is
And those are the types of
not his. Some awkward act of nobility on his
movies that do very well at the
wife’s part to tell him after he got all pumped
box office.
up over the last seven months.
"A Simple Twist of
At any rate, McCann goes into secluFate" is just too simple, presion until his life is turned around by a year
dictable and like most
and a half old baby who literally walks in
Hollywood films, tied up neatly
through his open front door. McCann
in a bundle. If the line is long,
adopts the child, and life is like it was
go rent "Planes, Trains and
before the above mentioned crisis.
Automobiles."
McCann’s happy-go-lucky, it’d have -to-be -Disney-to-believe -it life ends
abruptly once again. The true father, State
representative John Newland (Gabriel
out of four
Byrne), wants McCann’s adopted daughter Mathilda (Alana Austin) after McCann
A Simple Twist of Fate
spent 10 years raising her.
The plot is not one that hasn’t
Starring: Steve Martin, Gabriel Byrne,
A PRETTY
been seen in countless TV movies except
Catherine O’Hara, Stephen Baldwin
CNEVER C
the victim is a man. Steve
for one twist
. COOL
Martin does a good job playing the victim,
Directed by: Gillies MacKinnon
AOVER!
KARAOKE BAR
but that is no surprise he is very talentRated: PG-13
ed.
The times he truly shines, however,
NEW 504 DRAFTS THURSDAY 7-10P.M.
Running Time: 1 hour, 41 minutes
are when he acts like Steve Martin, not a
victim. He does that for a while during
The review is the opinion of the writer, kinda like the
cheesy scenes, but he still made me smile.
Opinion page, and does not necessarily reflect those of
That is basically where the accolades end.
the Spartan Daily and its management and staff.
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Lisa’s Tea Treasures:

Getting
It
Down
To
A

Diners enjoy the various teas and pastries offered at Lisa’s Tea Treasures in Willow Glen.
The letter "t" begins a lot of
words to describe what we all
encounter at SJSU. Teachers. Traffic.
Tumult. Torture. But after a visit to
Lisa’s Tea Treasures, a teahouse in
Willow Glen, it’s not a coincidence
that the letter "t" also begins the words
"tea time" and "tranquil."
The tea-drinking world is different from the land of coffee lovers.
Coffee seems harsh, fast-paced,
designed to jump start your heart and
jangle your nerves to face the day. Tea

text by Nancy j. Zamani
F>li) by Marcio Jose Sanchez

calms the frantic racing of your heart,
gently untangling knotted nerves.
Linda A. Kealey, a representa-
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tive for the teahouse, calls it "a respite
from the busy world." Open the front
door of the Victorian mansion on
1151 Minnesota Ave., and you open
up a vision of an old world.
It was a world without technology, where people actually had time to
slow down with a soothing cup of tea
and sample sweets, sandwiches and
other savory delights.
The teahouses, now being franchised, began in 1986 when Lisa
Strauss and her husband Richard
relaxed and "took tea" at the
famous Raffles Hotel in
Singapore.
It’s definitely a "special
date" kind of place. Prices are
too high for most students to
casually drop by, although the
restaurant plans lower-cost
options beginning in the early
fall.
The decor is romantically Victorian, and each tea parlor has a different design. The
Sweetheart Parlor has soft
shades of rose, burgundy and
teal, with lace curtains. The
Teddy Bear Room has flowered
white wallpaper, and the ceiling lamps
look like soft clouds with little bears
on them.

The Hunt Room is
more masculine, decorated in hunter’s green and
burgundy, with fox chase
scenes throughout.
A specific parlor
may be requested, but all
of them are lovely.
Specially-trained
tea servers in long black
dresses, white caps, sleeve
covers and aprons are
available to help with
questions as well as
attend to your every dining need.
On the table are
linen tablecloths, silver
utensils and delicate
china cups, plates and
serving pieces. Your tea
comes in a covered pot to
keep it hot and cookies
are provided to nibble
Harpist Steve Amazeen, lett, entertains diners inside Lisa’s Tea Treasures restaurant in Willow Glen Amazeen adds a cozy ambiance
upon.
Pretty, sugared or to the restaurant with his mellow sound.
"crystallized" violets can
Decaffeinated tea is available in
sweeten your tea (although they
most
varieties,
but no coffee is served.
the
tea
an
of
turning
effect
have the
unattractive gray color with with- "You wouldn’t go to a winery," Kealey
says, "and ask them for beer."
ered petals floating in the cup).
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
More elaborate selections have
works
in
who
TAQUERIA
Linda Hamm,
BURRITOS
Willow Glen, originally visited the prices from $12 to $13.95. Spread some
lemon
curd
on
a
scone
flavored
TACOS
intensely
mansion simply to see the inside of
(a
type
of
biscuit),
and
top
it
with
double
AND MORE!
it, but left impressed with the
Devonshire cream a thick, sweet
restaurant’s atmosphere.
"You feel like you’re at a cream. If this combination were any
party," Hamm says. "I don’t like tea, more delicious, it would probably be
HU FAT t
hot or cold, but the teas turned out made illegal.
OPEN UNTIL $ AM EVERY
THURSDAY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Sunday through Wednesday tea
nice because they’re flavored."
WALK OVER FROM THE CLUBSI
r
FREE OUESAEHLLA WITH
Hamm says she is waiting for seating times are 11:30 a.m., 2 p.m. and 4
PURCHASE OF A SUPER BURRITO:
p.m.,
with
"evening
tea"
served
on
for
a nice stormy day to return there
330 S THIRD ST SAN JOSE (408) 977-121,
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays from 6
a cozy atmosphere.
tea
is
more
elaboevening
to
7
p.m.
The
When the lower-cost options
become available, students might rate, with items coming in courses.
Those wanting to take home some
We buy, sell, and trade new and used
try the "A Sung Emperor’s Tea"
($5.95), which is China Rose tea, tradition and tranquility may purchase
Records, Tapes, CD’S, and Video Discs
assorted petite savories (various bulk varieties, rare teas, tea sets and other
warm filled pastries), smoked related items.
Other close locations are in Los
salmon canapes, herb souffle,
spinach croquilles and a potato Gatos and Menlo Park.
So, take time out for tea, then
puff. Other menu alternatives will
return
to campus feeling rejuvenated and
Traditional,"
be "Queen Victoria’s
4
4
(scones and tea for $5); "Lord able to face tension, tedium, tardiness...
William’s Promise," (tea sandwiches
or Reservations are recommended,
$6.25),
for
tea
and
R
E
COR
DS
"Mademoiselle’s Creation," (tea call (408) 947-8327.
3979 24TH ST.
2350 MARKET ST.
980 SO. BASCOM
cakes and tea for $6.75). Or try a
S.F. CA 94114
S.E CA 94114 SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(415) 282-3550
(415) 282-8000
bowl of soup and a baguette for $5.
(408) 292-1404
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text by Jack Bunting
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The huge blue- and yellow-striped
circus tent is not an illusion.
The Silicon Valley Financial Center
parking lot, usually holding hundreds of
cars, has been taken over.
Scores of downtown workers will
have to leave their sedans elsewhere
this concrete has been given up to store
the outer wrapping of something unusual.
lb contents are Just plain spectacular.
Fantasy, drama and excitement arc
all commonplace ingredients for
Montreal’s super fantasy circus company
Cirque du Soleil. Its newest show,
"Alegria,- will be presented downtown

[ 6ix
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until Sept. 25 when the French-Canadidri
purveyor of fantasy packs up its festive
shell and other delights and heads for
Santa Monica.
Inside the colorful circus tent,
sounds of exotic birds and an infinite ceil
ing of sky blue have everyone curiously
surveying the scene, wondering what
awaits them in the show.
The ring leader, a hunchback
nursery-rhyme maniac, dressed in crushcc
red velvet coattails and white face, lurks
along the perimeter of the expansive stag
His exaggerated pot belly shills
from side to side as he slinks, fiendishls

LEFT: "The Big Top became
a magical world where the
elderly became young and
where the kings were
clowns...," the Cirque du
Soleil brochure says. Such is
true, where a member of the
House Troupe, greeting the
audience during its act, helps
transform an empty parking
lot on the corner of Third
and San Fernando streets
into a world of hunchbacks,
taunting birds and angels.
FAR LEFT: Contortionists
Ulziibayer Chimed, top, and
Nomin Tseveendorf, both 10year-olds from Mongolia, are
considered by the other circus members as "little sisters."
BELOW: Dmitry Bogatirev,
one of the three clowns in
the circus, is a graduate of
the University of Odessa and
the Moscow Academy of
Arts.
grinning at spectators in the front row. He
nods from time to time, playing with and
talking to guests only with his eyes.
His knowing stare implies we have
no idea of what we’re in for. It is soon
realized that this hunch is right.
Through costuming, makeup and
movement, the 40 performers who dazzle
guests on the ’Alegrie journey are nonhuman
creatures either from eerie
nightmares or magical dreams. For much
of the show, it is hard to decide which.
Don Murphy, a San Jose systems
analyst, says he sees Cirque’s show every
time it comes to California.

"Barnum & Bailey never did this,
he says as he points to the stage where the
melodramatic, ominous ringleader has
appeared.
Murphy’s 6-year-old daughter
Clarissa is too busy staring wide-eyed
around the big lop to notice her father is
once again a child.
The opening warm-up number, a
ragtag sextet led through the audience by
the hunchback, seems to force the entire
audience of over 2,400 into participation.
Clapping and singing along, they are now
on fire and
under the spell of ’Alegrie
ready to go.

See page 8
September 8 - 14, 1994
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From page 7
13> the end of the show, the roller coaster
ride of adrenaline highs and bewitching musical
numbers has Cirque passengers dripping with
intense mystical amazement and enthusiasm.
Cirque’s United Stales tour of "Alegria"
will span coast to coast. Although traveling thousands of miles might get repetitive for some,
Cirque’s publicist Jennifer Dunne says she never
sees any two cities the same way.
"Every city is different," she says.
There is a reason Dunne notices differences in every place her entourage visits. Cirque
has stretched its mega-share of the entertainment
market from North America to Japan and Europe
TOP: It takes more than
200 workers on aroundthe-clock shifts for
seven days to assemble
the Cirque du Soleil
stage, tent, and backstage areas.
TOP RIGHT: The Strong
Man, Rick ZumWalt, is a
former arm wrestling
champion who
appeared in the
Sylvester Stallone movie
"Over The Top."
ZumWalt, who calls
himself "The Friendly
Giant," is studying
psychology.
RIGHT: Cirque du Soleil
musicians parade
through the audience
during the beginning of
the performance.
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by filling every seat in the tent at almost every performance.
Originally made up solely of street performers, Cirque du Soleil started in 1984 in
Montreal. It has managed to command sell-out
crowds in the United States since its first tour in
1987.
Cirque performers range in age from 10 to
45 and come from Quebec, Canada, Belgium,
China, the United States, Mongolia and Russia.
Ticket sales for the San Jose dates have
already exceeded 85,000. Its six-week incantation
on San Francisco, the first stop in its ’94-’95 North
American tour, was completely sold out.

It would be possible to count the number
of acrobat, musical, body distortion and clown
numbers there are in the show, but that would
mean analysis.
Conducting even the simplest mathematical or quantitative equation has no place in the
"Alegrie experience. Only fantasy and letting the
imagination run wild are appropriate.
Besides, the sensory overload experienced
from the show makes even adding two and two
difficult.
You can find Cirque’s "Alegrie on San
Fernando and Second streets, downtown San Jose.

from Chris McCreilis-Mitchell

A Huff And A Puff And A Run Out Of Gas
Their first album, "Janitors of Tomorrow,"
came out in 1991
the same year fellow Seattlites
Nirvana broke into the mainstream alternative scene
with "Nevermind." It was also the same year Pearl
Jam hit it big with their debut "Ten."
When Gas Huffer put out their second album
"Integrity, Technology, and Service" in 1992, the airwaves were still "Alive" with Pearl Jam and Nirvana.
So it’s no wonder you’ve probably never heard of
them.
Huffer has been in
its present form Matt
Wright doing vocals, Joe
Newton playing drums,
Don Blackstone on bass
and Tom Price on guitar
since 1989. Al? are previous members of punk bands, such Aerobic Death,
Holy Ghost People and the U -men, Gas Huffer hasn’t
let go of its past.
On their debut album, Gas Huffer has fun
making noise. From the Nirvanaesque opening of
"Nisqually" to the driving guitar riffs of "Night Train
to Spokane" the 19-song album focuses on the good
hard punk sound of the late 70s. The band doesn’t

CAS 11

seem as concentrated on originality as much as on
making music to bounce around to. Matt Wright’s
vocal approach is not refined, but then how many
punkers can really sing clearly?
"Integrity" shows a jellying of the music and
the introduction of more humor to both lyrics and
vocals. "Bad Vibes" is a Cramps-like send up and "Do
the Brutus" makes fun of all those 60s "brand new
dance" songs. The funniest song on the album is
"Piano Movers" with lyrics like-"We’ll get some beer\
we’ll get some rope\we got a little muscle\but we’re short on hope\The stairs
are steep\and the corner’s shot\in time
we’ll be learning how to play the harp."
Not a bad album, but I wish you could
hear Wright when he does attempt to
sing.
Now, with the release of "One Inch Masters"
the table has been set for Gas Huffer. Advanced punk
groups like Green Day and Offspring are hot, but Gas
Huffer has failed to deliver. The music, has lost some
of its energy, but the style has more range, from the
bluesy "14th & jefferson" to the rockabilly punk
sound of "what’s in the bag?" But there is something
very lacking, and that is Wright’s range. No matter
how the music is going, he sounds like
Mojo Nixon on speed. That and the
repetitive 1-2-1-2 drumbeat gets old after
the fourth song.
"I thought it was just average.
Sometimes the music sounds pretty good,
but the singer comes in and just kind of
ruins it," says Sharon Jennings, alternative
program director for KSJS.
Probably the best thing about the
album is its cover, which features a young
boy with a big head playing with ceramic

figurines created by drummer Joe Newton. Each figurine is then highlighted in
blown up form inside the
CD’s foldout.
Gas Huffer has
played with such local
faves as Odd Numbers at
Dimension’s Red Light
District Club in San Jose.
With their overall
sound and craziness I’m
sure their shows would be
worth catching.
Todd Inoue, a
Metro music writer, agrees.
He says their last show
was "very energetic ... a
guitar attack that kicks like
an oversexed mule."
As far as purchasing "One Inch Masters,"
I’d rather borrow it. Gas
Huffer will be playing at
Bottom of the Hill in San
Francisco on Oct. 25
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Cerulean Cancer, Chromogenic prints, 22"x 90", 1994

Carol Seller:

Apology To A Biological Specimen
Opaque eyeballs, once
belonging to a cat, stare you down
in the oversized -color print titled
Autonomic Nervous
’’Cat
System" at Gallery 1 in SJSU’s
School of Art and Design.
Shuddering, you realize the
eyeballs have no pupils.
Both horror and fascination
grip you as you look at the
anatomical, elongated form of an
autonomic nervous system which
dangles from a head each nerve
root identified and tagged.
There is the gruesomeness
of what’s left of a dead animal
embalmed in a laboratory plexiglass "coffin" as well as the incredible beauty of the organization of
one of its inner body systems. This
is the paradox with which photographer Carol Selter wants to confront you with.
"I wanted the photographs
big. I wanted to jolt people," Selter
says, tossing aside wisps of her
auburn hair.
"This is what we do in biol-

BUY I GET 1
FREE
Buy any 6 inch sandwich and a
medium drink, get a second 6 inch
sandwich of equal or lesser value FREE
discount on bulk orders
try our free delivery (US min)
475 E San Carlos St
call or fax orders 408 288 5676
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ogy and this is how we learn," says
Selter who is also an instructional
support technician of botany as
well as an animal technician in the
department of biology at SJSU.
Thousands of these "classic" laboratory animals cats,
chick embryos, rabbits and rats
which are not on any endangered
species’ list, are specifically raised
to be killed for scientific purposes.
Their remains are then preserved and placed in specimen jars
and plexiglass boxes,
she says.
Sympathetic
to their
plight, her
powerful, vivid
photography,
exhibited in a
threepart series of
color prints, titled
"Recent Works," is the winner of the School of Art and
Design’s first annual competition,
in which one hundred Bay Area
artists submitted entries.
Selter’s photographs were
chosen for their depth, originality
and professionalism and are on display in a oneperson exhibit,
which runs through Sept. 30.
"Her photography is
unique, almost scientific and a little
bit on the edge," graphic design
major Carolyn Gerstman says.
"I like to look at something
from the inside out," she says. "It’s

something you can take as gross or
humorous."
Design major Cindy Finney,
says we, as a society, try to justify
killing by making excuses or disassociating ourselves from it. Selter’s
photography forces us to look at
them as living creatures even
though they’re not.
This is precisely what Selter
wants us to do.
One day, she says, she
thought she heard a caged bird

realize the EYEballs
have i pupils.
specimen sitting on a laboratory
table say, "Take me back to
nature."
She decided she would do
just that, and this communication
with the bird was the inspiration
for this photographic series.
Selter knows the haunts of
countless birds and animals, having
had a "lifetime experience" hiking
and watching them in their
natural habitats in the mountains
of the Sierras to the shores of
the Pacific Ocean.
She took her caged bird on

text by June Pratt

an "excursion," back to familiar
surroundings where she knew others of his species lived and
where she thought some vestige of
his animal spirit hovered.
She documented her experience with photographs and subsequently did the same with more
specimens.
"Selter’s extensive training
in botany and biology allows her to
bring to photography what most
artists don’t have," says Brian
Taylor, SJSU professor of art and
design, under whom Selter studied.
"She took on many technical challenges and mastered the
elements of lighting, reflection and
color in her photographic series,"
he says.
Though relatively new in
the art world, Taylor says she is
gaining recognition quickly. "This is
a prestigious award for her from
very honorable judges," he says.
Selter’s photography has
also received numerous juror’s
awards from exhibitions around
the country.
Her work has appeared in
venues in New York, Pennsylvania,
Texas and California and she has
received recognition in publications
such as "Artweek," "Photo
Metro" and "Camerawork."

Admission is free. A reception will
be held at Gallery 1 on Tuesday,
Sept. 13 from 5 to 8 p.m.

TIBIETIC
Some students make a commitment to school.
Others a commitment to their job. And still a few
students make a commitment to each other.
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text by Jim Seimas

Of all the questions
faced in college, marriage may
be the hardest to answer. Those
who have answered yes, find
that it can be the best choice
they have made.
In a time that is seeing
the average age of first marriages rise, several SJSU students who are 25 years or
younger are defying the current
economic trend and marrying
despite the hardships they may
face.
Ryan Toone, a 25-yearold voice major at SJSU, is one
such example. Even though
Toone is still in his senior year
and is working full-time, he
married his fiancee Robin
Dahlberg after a four-year
engagement.
"We were best of
friends anyway. But we wanted
to wait until one of us was
done with school," Toone says.
While Toone works at a
computer firm, giving technical
support and customer service,
Dahlberg works for California
Lands Management. She also
runs two home businesses, one
of them with her husband.
"The home business
helps us spend time together.
It’s good time together, not a
stress. It’s enjoyable actually
therapeutic," Toone says.
Dahlberg was taking
choir classes at De Anza College
and Toone would routinely
come by and pick her up from
school. They performed together with the SJSU Choraliers.
They have bought a
condo together and are both
working full-time to make
mortgage payments. As members of the Choraliers, both
went with the chamber choir
on a tour to Europe that
pushed them into the red.
Because of this, Toone
plans on receiving financial aid
to pay for his school expenses
next semester.
"We were married
exactly one year before as we
were on the plane to Europe. It

was a second honeymoon of
sorts. The tour cost $2,400. But
it was well worth the time we
spent together. Nothing could
replace it."
The same sentiment is
shared by Teresa Fulton, a 23 year old SJSU advertising major.
She decided to tie the knot with
her husband William, when she
was 19 years old.
"It was hard at first. I
can’t go with my friends any
more, but that was my choice. I
can’t go anywhere with out
telling anyone where I am. I’m
dependent. I just needed time
to adjust at first, but it was
never a burden.
"I would do it all over
again. It was a well thought-out
decision. I now have someone
to come home to 24 hours a
day, who will help me out with
any problems and is always
there for me," she says.
When she was single,
she lived on her own and
worked 40 hours a week. Her
husband opted for a career in
the military instead of a fouryear education. He works fulltime and fully supports her. She
now only works part-time. She
was receiving financial aid, but
it ran out.
Fulton says she wouldn’t
trade marriage for anything.
Although Fulton tries to
set aside one full day on the
weekend to spend with her
husband, her studies often prevent her from enjoying leisure
time.
She says even though
she’s Catholic, she spent one
year living with her husband
before they married.
"If I’m going to marry
someone its going to be forever, because I don’t believe in
divorce," she says.
Chester Winton, an
SJSU sociology professor who
specializes in marriage and family, counsels students who plan
to get married.
"Most of the people I
see are seeking to get approval

of the courts. There is a pregnancy usually involved," he
says.
He has seen adolescents
as young as 14 in the courts,
and says the younger the couple is when they get married,
the higher the divorce rate. He
says these couples usually are
poor. This is because the
younger the couple, the less
educated they are, which in
turn means a lower paying job.
Christine Leptien, a 20year-old junior civil engineering
major, is engaged to be married
to her 23 -year-old boyfriend
Jayson Parks in July. Their situation also follows the common
theme of living together before
marriage.
Although Parks, who is
a De Anza student, has
expressed an interest in running
off to Tahoe and marrying
immediately, Leptien wants to
wait until she gets closer to
completing her education. She
says she waited because if she
was in school full-time, it’d be
harder to support herself financially without the aid of her parents while she was married.
"I want a wedding that
every girl dreams of," she says.
Once they get married,
she will no longer get support
from her parents. They pay for
her education and part of her
apartment rent.
Viewing her eventual
financial cutoff as a matter of
independence, she plans on
looking into student loans and
scholarships.
"I don’t see any problems other than financial, since
we’ve already been living
together. Marriage may place a
burden on my schooling, the
planning and everything, but
Jay will be at SJSU by then.
We’ll get to carpool and spend
more time together.
"I felt that if we were
going to commit to each other
and live together, we should get
married."
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Because Told You So
"Post Summertime Blues"
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text by Kyle Preston Register

Here we are at the close of the second week
of school and everyone should be through telling
their summer vacation horror stories. That is, everyone except me.
I had great plans for my summer break. I was
going to build a bookcase, date regularly, lose weight
and read classic literature.
Instead, I built up an alcohol tolerance, subscribed to the Playboy channel, gained weight and
read nothing more serious than the Sunday comics.
My summer reading list looked something like
this..
*What I wanted to read: "War And
Peace," "Anna Karinina" or anything by Tolstoy. What
I ended up reading: "Calvin and Hobbes."
What I wanted to read: "A Clear and Present
Danger" or anything by Tom Clancy. What I read: A
review of "A Clear And Present Danger."
What I wanted to read: The Complete works
of William Shakespeare. What I read (five times):
"You’re A Good Man Charlie Brown."
I even had plans for traveling around the
country in train cars, a la Jack Kerouac sharing stories and bottles of Thunderbird with shelter-deprived transient-railway-persons (h0b0s).
The closest I ever got to this fantasy was
drinking Bloody Marys at 9 a.m. in the Portland
International Airport with middle-aged cocktail
waitress named Ruby in fishnet stockings. And let me
tell you, I really don’t have the legs for fishnets; Ruby
told me so.
I’m beginning to think summer vacations are
just meant for kids. Do you remember summer break
as a kid? If you had a dollar in your pocket and a bicycle, you were a king or queen You could buy enough
candy with $1 to OD on and you could ride your bike
from dawn to dusk without getting tired.
Now, a dollar won’t get you a cafe-mocha
and if you are like me, biking is a form of physical torture akin to cold showers and high colonics.
About the only thing I did this summer was
channel surf. I am ready to go on the international
channel surfing circuit. At any given time during the
night, you could find me with one of four remote
controls in my hand and at least one under the pillow
for security.
I watched PBS, HBO and even adult contemporary on VH1. (Just a side note, when does the
music you grew up on become oldies? Bands I listened to what seemed just weeks ago ended up on
the oldies show "My Generation").
I developed an unhealthy fascination/obsession with Daisy Fuentes on MTV’s Beach House. It
replaced my unhealthy fascination/obsession with
Tabitha Soren from MTV news.
I watched O.J. run. I watched World Cup
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Soccer. I even watched
monster truck rallies on
ESPN at 3 a.m. just because
it was on. About the only
thing I didn’t catch while
riding television microwaves
was MTV’s "Real World,"
the quasi-docu-drama
about seven whiny, pathetic, x-ers who get spoiled
rotten by a major cable network all in the name of
interesting television.
The real problem
with "Real World" is even
though the participants are
supposed to act as if their
lives go on unchanged by
the celebrityhood, they get
to take trips to the
Bahamas, Hawaii and other
exotic locales. In other
words, they get to take real
summer vacations.
Most of the people I
know about the same age
as these losers are’constantly worried about making rent, car payments and
paying the phone bill.
Forget about having someone pay you to go scuba
diving in crystal waters with
people you can’t stand.
I think the next time
summer vacation rolls
around, I’m going to get
my application into MTV’s
"Real World" real early.
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Kyle Preston Register’s column, "Because I Told You
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